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By Mara Shannon a PDF file is essentially an electronic print: it contains information from another file type as it would appear on the pages of a printed document. A PDF in French can consist of text or scanned images. The best way to translate a French PDF into English is to hire a professional translator; However, you may be able to
translate the document yourself with the help of online translators and other free apps. Mark a portion of text in the French PDF. If possible, convert the PDF to a text or Word document using an online converter, such as Zamzar, PDF Converter or PDF to Word, and proceed to Step 4. If you can't, then the PDF consists of images rather
than text - proceed to Step 2. Convert the PDF to JPEG images with an online conversion site, such as You Convert It, Neevia Document Converter or Zamzar. Convert the images to text using a free optical character recognition site, such as Free OCR, New OCR or Online OCR. Copy and paste the text into a text or word processing
document. Translate the text from French to English using a free online translator, such as Google Translate, WorldLingo, SDL Free Translation or Babel Fish. Depending on the length of the document, you may need to copy and paste into the online translator only a few paragraphs at a time. By Elizabeth Carrillo Adobe Systems created
the term portable document format, or PDF. A PDF uses a universal file format system. When it comes to documents in Spanish, it can be time-consuming and/or expensive to find a book or document in Spanish. A relatively large number of books and documents in Spanish can be accessed through a PDF search. The best approaches
for translating a Spanish PDF text to English are to do it yourself with an online translation service or hire a professional. Open the PDF document. Adobe Acrobat Reader is the required program for opening PDF documents. Download it for free. Copy and paste the pdf webpage address into an online translation service, such as Google
Translate. The service is free and does not require any type of app download. If the app does not identify the original language of the PDF, select Spanish. Select English as the target language, or the desired language for the PDF. The translation is virtually immediate. Saves the translation as a document. Although the translation can
give the reader a strong sense of the content of the PDF, the translation may not be 100 percent accurate. This is due to the immediate and automatic nature of the translation. Hire a professional translator. The translator must be certified by an organization like the American Translators Association. Professional translators charge a
certain fee per word in the target language. Send the PDF link or a hard copy to the translator. She will analyze the document and create a price quote, as well as an estimated completion date. Pay the translator upon completion of the project. Most professional cash, credit cards or PayPal accepted payment. Translating the help English
verb would not be as simple as it could appear at first glance: Would have multiple uses—and in none of them it was readily translated as a single word. Should both be used to indicate tense, as well as to indicate the speaker's attitude to a verb's actions. In any case, the principle of translation is the same: Don't try to translate would as a
word; translate it for what it means. One of the most common uses of would is in statements of the type if something were to happen, then something else would happen (or the same thing in a different order, something would happen If something else were to happen first). Almost always, the would in such cases help shape the
equivalent of the Spanish conditional tense: Si yo tuviera dinero, invertiría and empresas españolas. (If I had money, I'd invest in Spanish businesses.) Si yo fuera tú, iría all hospital. (If I were you, I'd go to the hospital.) Rebecca ganaría not buena note and esta clase si estudiara más. (Rebecca would earn a good degree in this class if
she were to study more.) Si volviera a nacer, dormiría menos y viviría más. (If I were to be born again,l, I'd sleep less and live more.) It is common in both languages to make statements where the condition is not directly stated. For example, the first two examples below are derived from the first two examples omitted above with the
condition: Invertiría and empresas españolas. (I would invest in Spanish businesses.) Yo iría all hospital. (I would go to the hospital.) I don't gustaría taza de kafee. (I'd love to have a cup of coffee.) Soy de los que llorarían como cuando algo muy preciado's pierde. (I'm among those who would cry when something very expensive gets
lost.) It is also possible to imply conditions without using the English axle or Spanish si: El asesinato del presidents sería un crimen de guerra. (The assassination of the president would be a war crime.) Nos costaría mucho comer aquí? (Would it cost us a lot to eat here?) I prometió que saldría conmigo. (She promised me that she would
leave with me.) Another common use of would to indicate that something happened as a matter of habit or use. Often you can have the imperfect tense, the past tense spanish that is usually used to refer to actions that occurred over an indefinite period of time. Durante el día trabajaba mucho. (During the day she would work a lot.)
Recuerdo que viajábamos casi cada verano a Puerto Vallarta. (I remember that we would travel to Puerto Vallarta almost every summer.) Le exasperaban las quejas de sus hijos. (His children's complaints would exacerbate him.) Cuando ganábamos nadie decía nada. (When we wouldn't win anyone, nothing would say.) Sometimes the
negative shape, wouldn't or wouldn't, suggests a refusal to do something. The reflexive verb negarse can almost used: Se neg another estudiar otras alternativas. (He wouldn't study others eso my negué a firm. (Because of that, I wouldn't sign.) I negué a comportarme como un adulto. (I won't act like an adult.) If wouldn't or wouldn't be
used as the equivalent of having or haven't, it could be translated using either the imperfect or preterite tense. La radio del coche no my funcionó and ese momento. (The car radio wouldn't work for me at that moment. The preterite is used here because the event occurred at a specific time.) Muchas veces la radio del coche no my
funcionaba. (The car radio often wouldn't work for me. The imperfect is used here for a recurring event.) Esa noche no salieron juntos. (That night they wouldn't leave together.) Muchas veces no salían del escritorio hasta entrada la noche. (They often wouldn't leave their desks until the night came.) Often adding would have little meaning
to a sentence, but is used to politely make a request. One way to do something similar in Spanish is to use the conditional tense: I darías un minuto y medio? (Would you give me a minute and a half?) 'Too gustaría ayudarme? (Do you want to help me?) Le comprarías un dulce a su hermanita? (Would you buy a sweet for your little
sister?) In sentences of the type, she said she would + verb, the would be translated using either the conditional or imperfect. In this context, there is little difference in the two Spanish tense. I dijo que iría al centro. (She told me she'd go downtown.) I dijo que iba al centro. (She told me she'd go downtown.) I dijeron que todo parecía
correcto. (They told me everything would be correct.) My dijeron que todo parecería correcto. (They told me everything would be correct.) Spanish has no help meaning would or used in the same way, and would usually have to be translated using multiple tense. Depending on the context, + verb in English would become either the
imperfect, conditional or preterite tense in Spanish. If would not be used to indicate that someone refused to perform an action, the verb negarse could be used. The word like can be translated to Spanish in many ways — and you often can't replace either of them for another. One trick of translating ashes to Spanish often comes down to
figuring out how it functions in a sentence and comes up with another way to express the same idea. While the following is not a complete list of ways as use and translation, it includes the most common: One of the most common uses of ash in English is in pairs to indicate that two things or actions are equal. Such comparisons of
equality are typically made using the phrase tan... como (where the ellipse represents an adjective or adverb) or tanto... como (where the ellipse represents a noun and tanto changes in shape to the noun in number and match). Nunca and mi vida había sido tan feliz como hoy. (Never in my life have I been as happy as I am today.)



También my enamoré de mi primera maestra, tan locamente como es possible and un niño. (Me too in love with my first teacher, as crazy as possible for a child.) Podrías ganar tanto dinero como usted quieras. (You can earn as much money as you want.) If you have an English sentence with the word if and you can replace as with like
(even if some language purists can frown on you doing it), if probably means something like in the way that. Como usually works well as a translation. My gustaría saber si piensas como pienso. (Leave it as it is.) Déjalo como está. (I'd like to know if you think the way I think.) Como saben todos ustedes, el primer punto del orden del día es
la elección del presidents. (As you all know, the first item on the agenda is the election of the president.) Como iba diciendo, todo era perfecto. (As I said, everything was perfect.) Kom komo si fuera a ser su última vez. (He eats like it's going to be his last time.) Among the other uses for ash is: When because can be replaced for ash, as
can usually be translated as porous, although komo is preferred at the beginning of a sentence. Learn more details in our lesson about cause: Buscaba agua porque tenía sed. (He was looking for water like he was thirsty.) No pude ver con claridad porque estaba oscuro. (I couldn't see clearly because it was dark.) Como yo no tenía
dinero, no pude comprar el coche. (Like I had no money, I couldn't buy the car.) When or when can replace for ash, mientras can be used to indicate that two or more actions occur simultaneously: Mientras estudiaba veía la CNN. (While studying, he watched CNN.) Mientras comíamos, decidí decírselo a todos lose que estábamos allí.
(As we ate, I decided to tell it to all of us who were there.) When if functions as a representation to introduce a prepositional phrase that functions as an adjective or adverb, it can often be translated as komo. The first two of these examples are of adjective use, the second two of unfavorable use. Es retrato de Jonah como joven artista.
(It's a portrait of Jonah as a young artist.) Mi vida como un soldado comenzó and 2010. (My life as a soldier began in 2010.) Anda como ladrón and la noche. (He walks like a deef at night.) Estudia como carrera de química. (She is studying as a chemistry major.) Idioms (phrases with what meanings have meanings that aren't necessarily
linked to those of the individual words) with ash and general equivalents include: also known as: aliasas a result: and consecuas a joke: and bromaas directed: como's indica, según lo indicadoas expected: como era de esperaras far as I'm concerned: and lo que 'n mi respect : como sias needed, as needed : como sea necesarioas of
now: por ahora, hasta ahoraas soon as possible: lo antes posiblesuch as: tal como (when the following is a single noun), tales komo (when a plural noun follows) Como is a common Spanish translation for ash, although situations in which it cannot be used. Mientras can if when used to indicate that actions are taking Simultaneously.
Porque can translate as when used as being used to indicate why something happened, especially when if in the middle of a sentence. Sense.
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